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1. 
A.   
B.   
C.   


D.   

A B C D A B C D
a) 3 2 4 1 b) 3 1 2 4
c) 3 4 1 2 d) 2 3 4 1
e) 

2. 
a)  b) 
c)  d) 
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3.     
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a)  b)  c) 
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6.    
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d) 
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7. 
 
 


 


 
a) 1, 2, 4 b) 1, 4 c) 1, 3
d) 1, 3, 4 e) 

8. 
a)  b) 
c) 
d)  e) 

9. 

a)  b)  c) 
d)  e) 

10. 
A.   
B.   
C.   
D.   

A B C D A B C D
a) 2 4 3 1 b) 4 2 3 1
c) 3 1 4 2 d) 2 4 1 3
e) 
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a) 
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12. ‘’ 
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e) 
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a)  b) 
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14. ‘’‘’

a)  b) 
c)  d) 
e) 

15. 
A.   
B.   
C.   
D.   

A B C D A B C D
a) 3 4 2 1 b) 4 3 1 2
c) 2 1 4 3 d) 4 2 3 1
e) 

16.  ‘’ ‘’

a) 
b) 
c) 
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A.   
B.   
C.   
D.   

A B C D A B C D
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A)   
B)   
C)   
D)   

A B C D A B C D
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e) 
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a) 
b) 
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26. 



a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 

27. 
 
 
 
 
a) 1, 3 b) 2, 3, 4 c) 1, 3, 4
d)  e) 
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a) 
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c) 
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a)  b) 
c)  d) 
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a) 
b) 
c) 


d) 
e) 

31. ‘’
a)  b) 
c) 
d)  e) 

32.  I II


 I II
A.   
B.   
C.   
D.   

A B C D A B C D
a) 1 2 3 4 b) 4 1 2 3
c) 4 2 3 1 d) 3 1 2 4
e) 

33. 
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a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
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A.   
B.   
C.   
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e) 
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47. 
 I  II

A. 
  

B. 
  

C. 
  

D. 
  

A B C D A B C D
a) 4 1 3 2 b) 3 4 1 2
c) 2 4 1 3 d) 1 2 3 4
e) 

48. 
‘

’
a) 

b) 
c) 

d) 
e) 

49. 
a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 
50. 


a) 

b) 


c) 
d) 

e) 
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a) 

b) 
c) 

d)
e) 

52. 
 A    


B‘’


a) A B A B 


b) A B A B 

c) A B B A 


d) A B 
e) 

53. 
 

a)  b) 

c) 

d)  e) 

54. 

“”

(A)   

 (B)     





a) (A)(B)

b) (A)  (B)    (B) 

(A)

c) (A)(B)

d) (A)(B)

e) 

55. 



 

a)  

b)  

c)  

d)  

e) 

56. 

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

A B C D E A B C D E

a) 4 3 5 1 2 b) 5 3 2 4 1

c) 3 5 4 2 1 d) 2 1 4 3 5

e) 

57. 

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

A B C D A B C D

a) 3 2 4 1 b) 2 1 4 3

c) 2 4 1 3 d) 1 2 3 4

e) 

58. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

59. 





a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 
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60. 
 


 
 
   


a) 1, 2, 3 b) 2, 3, 4 c) 1, 2, 3, 4
d) 2, 3 e) 

61. 




a)    


b) 
c) 
d)    


e) 

62. 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
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a) 


b) 


c) 
d)    


e) 
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a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 

65. !   

a)  b)  c) 
d)  e) 

66. 
“
”
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 

67. 
A.   
B.   
C.   
D.   

A B C D A B C D
a) 2 4 1 3 b) 4 2 1 3
c) 3 1 4 2 d) 2 3 4 1
e) 

68. 


 
A.   
B.   
C.   
D.   

A B C D A B C D
a) 3 1 2 4 b) 2 3 4 1
c) 2 4 1 3 d) 1 3 2 4
e) 

69. I II 
 I  II

A.   
B.  
C.  


D.  

A B C D A B C D
a) 2 1 3 4 b) 3 1 4 2
c) 1 3 2 4 d) 4 1 2 3
e) 

70. 
a)  b) 
c) 
d)  e) 

71. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 

72. 
“”
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 

73. 
A.   
B.   
C.   
D.   

A B C D A B C D
a) 3 2 1 4 b) 1 3 4 2
c) 3 1 2 4 d) 1 4 2 3
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74. 
 A    


B   
 

a) A  B    A 



b) A B 

c) A B  A B 

d) AB B A



e) 

75. 

‘’
a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

76. 

a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

77. 

“”

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

78. “

”



a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

79.    



a)  

b)  

c)  

 

d) 

e) 

80. 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

A B C D A B C D

a) 3 2 1 4 b) 3 1 4 1
c) 3 4 2 1 d) 2 1 3 4
e) 

81. ‘’     



a)  b) 

c) 

d)  e) 

82. 

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

A B C D A B C D

a) 2 1 3 4 b) 2 4 1 3

c) 3 1 4 2 d) 3 4 2 1

e) 

83. 

“”

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

84. 

a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

85. 

“

”

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

86. “”

a) 



b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

87. 

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

88. 

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

A B C D A B C D

a) 3 1 4 2 b) 4 1 3 2

c) 4 1 2 3 d) 2 3 4 1

e) 

89. 

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 
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90. 
a)  b)  c) 
d)  e) 

91. 
a)   
b)   
c)   
d)   
e) 

92. 
A.   
B.   
C.   
D.   

A B C D A B C D
a) 3 2 1 4 b) 4 3 2 1
c) 3 4 2 1 d) 1 3 2 4
e) 

93. 
a)  b)  c) 
d)  e) 

94. 
 

A.   
B.   
C.   
D.   

A B C D A B C D
a) 3 4 2 1 b) 3 4 1 2

c) 4 2 1 3 d) 1 3 2 4
e) 

95.  ‘’
a)  b)  c) 
d)  e) 

96. ‘’
a)  b)  c) 
d)  e) 

97. 

a) 
b)  c) 
d)  e) 

98. 
‘’
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 

99. 

a)  b) 
c)  d) 
e) 

100.
a)  b) 
c)  d) 
e) 

General English (100)

1. Rain fall

a) Noun + Noun b) Noun +Verb

c) Noun + adjective d) Noun + adverb

e) Answer not known

2. Which of the words given below can be placed after

the word swimming  to form a compound word.

a) fast b) water c) pool

d) pond e) Answer not known

3. Over coat

a) Verb + Noun b) Adjective + Noun

c) Preposition + Noun d) Noun + Noun

e) Answer not known

4. Synonyms of erratically

a) Without error

b) Judgement

c) Protection

d) Unsteadily or unpredictably

e) Answer not known

5. Sun + light

a) Noun + Verb b) Noun + Noun

c) Noun + Adjective d) Noun + Adverb

e) Answer not known

6. Helen’s teacher _______.

a) Anna b) Sully c) Mabel

d) Anne manifield sullivan

e) Answer not known

7. Which of the words given below can be placed after

the word Snow to form a compound word.

a) rise b) wash c) ball

d) tall e) Answer not known

8. Synonyms of squirm

a) To twist the body in discomfort

b) To comrince c) To protect

d) To fight e) Answer not known

9. Hair cut

a) Noun + Noun b) Noun +Verb

c) Noun + adjective d) Noun + adverb

e) Answer not known

10. In the year _____ Presisdent Johnson awarded keller

the Medal of Freedom.

a) 1954 b) 1959 c) 1964

d) 1969 e) Answer not known

11. Black gold

a) Noun + adjective b) Noun + Noun

c) Adjective + Noun d) Adjective + Adjective

e) Answer not known
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12. Computers are ______ and _______.
a) Happy sad b) Slow useful
c) Fast useless d) Brainy and smart
e) Answer not known

13. Output
a) Verb + Verb b) Noun + Noun
c) Adjective + Noun d) Adverb + Verb
e) Answer not known

14. The word  ‘essential’ means:
a) unnecessary b) prabable c) Possible
d) necessary e) Answer not known

15. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word white to form a compound word.

a) blue b) cat c) wash

d) snow e) Answer not known

16. Cricket + ball
a) Noun + Noun b) Noun +Verb
c) Noun + adjective d) Noun + adverb
e) Answer not known

17. Synonyms of gobbled
a) Hate b) Grudge
c) Ate hastily or greedily d) Find
e) Answer not known

18. Father in law
a) Noun + Noun
b) Noun + verb
c) Verb + adjective
d) Noun + Preposition + Noun
e) Answer not known

19. The computer forgot to ______ the poet’s work.
a) Find b) Eat c) Save
d) Delete e) Answer not known

20. Helen entered Perkins school at _______.
a) Boston b) Alabama c) Tenesse
d) Virginiae) Answer not known

21. Mountain + trekking
a) Noun + gerund b) Noun + adjective
c) Gerund + noun d) Adjective + Gerund
e) Answer not known

22. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word cup  to form a compound word.

a) time b) board c) say

d) bite e) Answer not known

23. My computer has always been so brainy and smart

It seems to know mountains of information by heart.

If I type in a question, and give my mouse a click,

My computer always gives me the answer really quick!

Pickout the figures of speech in the lines.
a) Simile b) Personification
c) Assonance d) Oxymoron
e) Answer not known

24. Black + board
a) Noun +Noun b) Adjective +Noun
c) Adverb + Noun d) Verb + Noun
e) Answer not known

25. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word air  to form a compound word.

a) conditioning b) fill c) loss
d) cool e) Answer not known

26. Mother in law
a) Noun + Noun + Noun
b) Noun + Verb + Adjective
c) Noun + Preposition + Noun
d) Noun + Adverb
e) Answer not known

27. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word fast  to form a compound word.

a) train b) car c) boy

d) food e) Answer not known

28. Who is the speaker of the poem “My computer needs
a Break?’
a) The Poetess b) Scientist c) Engineer
d) child e) Answer not known

29. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word sun to form a compound word.

a) bite b) light c) fight

d) gate e) Answer not known

30. Post + card
a) Noun + Noun b) Noun +Verb
c) Noun + adjective d) Noun + adverb
e) Answer not known

31. Hellen keller father ______.
a) Arthur. H. Keller b) Art Keller
c) Arter Keller d) Heart Keller
e) Answer not known

32. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word type to form a compound word.

a) fast b) correct c) write

d) slow e) Answer not known

33. Who is an award winning author of Children’s litera-
ture in English in India ?
a) shanthini Govindan b) Gleve Patel
c) Ruskin bond d) None of the above
e) Answer not known

34. Engine + driver
a) Noun +Noun b) Noun +Verb
c) Noun + Adjectived d) Noun + Adverb
e) Answer not known

35. Synonyms of brainy
a) Very intelligent b) Allure
c) Besmirch d) Brave
e) Answer not known

36. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word dream  to form a compound word.

a) now b) sleep c) never

d) land e) Answer not known

37. Bus + stand
a) Noun + Noun b) Verb + Noun
c) Noun + Verb d) Verb + adjective
e) Answer not known
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38. It seems to know mountains of information by heart.
a) Alliterationb) Assonance c) Simile
d) Hyperbole e) Answer not known

39. Underestimate
a) Preposition + Noun b) Preposition + Verb
c) Adjective + Noun d) Adverb + Noun
e) Answer not known

40. Type + write
a) Noun + Noun b) Verb + Noun
c) Noun + Verb d) Verb + adjective
e) Answer not known

41. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word foot  to form a compound word.

a) pain b) ball c) hall

d) room e) Answer not known

42. Garden + flowers
a) Noun + Noun b) Noun +Verb
c) Noun + adjective d) Noun + adverb
e) Answer not known

43. Synonyms of dreadful
a) unpleasantb) Pleasing c) Pleasant
d) Happy e) Answer not known

44. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word sky to form a compound word.

a) flight b) plane c) game

d) blue e) Answer not known

45. Rail + road
a) Noun + Noun b) Noun +Verb
c) Noun + adjective d) Noun + adverb
e) Answer not known

46. Keller became proficient in ______.
a) Tamil b) Hindi c) Arabic
d) Braille e) Answer not known

47. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word earth to form a compound word.

a) soil b) mud c) quake

d) flash e) Answer not known

48. Mouth wash
a) Noun + Noun b) Noun +Verb
c) Noun + adjective d) Noun + adverb
e) Answer not known

49. Synonyms of absent-minded
a) Smart b) Astute
c) Being forgetful d) Appear
e) Answer not known

50. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word car to form a compound word.

a) street b) park c) house

d) top e) Answer not known

51. Alliterated words:
1) Save - double

2) Doctor - most

3) Virus - store

4) makes - very

A B C D A B C D

a) 3 1 4 2 b) 2 1 4 3
c) 1 2 3 4 d) 1 4 3 2
e) Answer not known

52. Good for nothing
a) Noun + Preposition + Noun
b) Adjective + preposition + Noun
c) Adjective + Preposition + adjective
d) Adverb + Preposition + adverb
e) Answer not known

53. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word walking  to form a compound word.

a) ground b) stick c) toy d)
man e) Answer not known

Comprehension (54 - 57)

Discipline is the most essential virtue you should acquire
when you are young. It is a complex quality. It shapes your
mind to religious, social and economic patterns when you
grow up to be an active citizen. At a young age, we do not
realize the value of discipline, As children, we merely  long
for unlimited  freedom, without understanding  the mean-
ing of discipline. An athlete disciplines himself and keeps
himself ?t. He refrains  from smoking, observes good  food
habits and keeps good health. Discipline increases the
human energy and implies control, resistance and adjust-
ment. Our energy  is  saved and made vital  for a good
output.

54. Discipline should be acquired when we are __
a) old b) mature c) young
d) adult e) Answer not known

55. How does discipline aid a  citizen?
a) It shapes your mind to religious patterns
b) It shapes your mind to Social patterns
c) It shapes your mind to economic patterns
d) All of these
e) Answer not known

56. What do children want?
a) They want power b) They want Freedom
c) They want energyd) They Want love
e) Answer not known

57. How is discipline beneticial  to human beings?
a) Increases energy b) Decreases energy
c) Energy is utilized d) Energy is wasted
e) Answer not known

Comprehension (58 - 61)

Once upon a time there was a rich merchant. He was
returning home from work. He brought along with him-
self a  large sum of money he had collected  throughout
the day. He was quite wealthy and valued money the most.
On the way he was trapped in heavy rainfall. He got total-
ly drenched and along with him his money also got wet.
He started grumbling and cursed the rainfall due to which
he had  to suffer heavy  loss. Sometime  later a robber
attacked him. He could make out  that he was a wealthy
man and was carrying the money. He was about to ?re,
but the gun did not work because  the gun powder had got
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damp and was not working. Meantime  the merchant got
a chance to escape and saved himself  from  the  loss of his
life as well as money. Then he  realised  that  the  rain,
which he was cursing sometime ago, had actually saved
him and his money. He then understood that whatever
happens,  it always happens  for  the good.

58. What did  the merchant  carry?
a) Small money
b) The merchant carried a large sum of money.
c) large amount of money
d) little money
e) Answer not known

59. Why did he curse the rainfall?
a) He was trapped in heavy rain fall
b) He got drenched
c) His money got wet
d) all of these
e) Answer not known

60. Why could not the robber shoot the merchant?
a) The gun powder was damp
b) The gun powder was heavy
c) The gun powder was old
d) The gun powder was  new
e) Answer not known

61. The rain Caused a ____loss to the merchant
a) Slight b) light c) heavy
d) Old e) Answer not known

62. Whatever happens,happens for ______
a) bad b) better c) good
d) worse e) Answer not known

63. Milk + white
a) Noun + adjective b) Noun + Noun
c) Adjective + Noun d) Adjective + Adjective
e) Answer not known

64. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word day  to form a compound word.

a) break b) night c) hot

d) strong e) Answer not known

65. Figure of Speech
It seems to know mountains of information by heart
a) simile b) aliteration c) consonance
d) Hyperbale e) Answer not known

66. Honey + sweet
a) Noun + adjective b) Noun + Noun
c) Adjective + Noun d) Adjective + Adjective
e) Answer not known

67. Helen was inducted into ______ hall of fame in 1971.
a) Tennesse’s b) Alabama’s c) New York’s
d) President’s e) Answer not known

68. Family + business
a) Noun + Noun b) Noun +Verb
c) Noun + adjective d) Noun + adverb
e) Answer not known

69. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word time to form a compound word.

a) clock b) man c) table

d) top e) Answer not known

70. Air + ticker
a) Noun + Noun b) Noun +Verb
c) Noun + adjective d) Noun + adverb
e) Answer not known

71. Bus + stop
a) Noun + Noun b) Verb + Noun
c) Noun + Verb d) Verb + adjective
e) Answer not known

72. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word school  to form a compound word.

a) holiday b) near c) late

d) bus e) Answer not known

73. Figure of speech
And one day, my naughty computer
actually gobbled a worm.
a) Personification b) Metaphor c) simile
d) Alliteration e) Answer not known

74. Match the following: (Rhyming words)
1. Smart  - quick

2. click  - sight

3. right  - quick

4. sick  - heart

A B C D A B C D

a) 4 3 2 1 b) 4 2 3 1
c) 2 3 4 1 d) 1 2 3 4
e) Answer not known

75. play boy
a) Noun + adjective b) Verb + Noun
c) Adjective + Noun d) Adjective + Adjective
e) Answer not known

76. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word black to form a compound word.

a) liquid b) board c) night

d) tongue e) Answer not known

77. By stander
a) Noun + Noun b) Preposition + Noun
c) Noun + adjective d) Noun + adverb
e) Answer not known

78. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word talk  to form a compound word.

a) Loud b) silent c) time

d) phone e) Answer not known

79. Head + teacher
a) Noun + Noun b) Noun +Verb
c) Noun + adjective d) Noun + adverb
e) Answer not known

80. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word wind to form a compound word.

a) screen b) spread c) let

d) heavy e) Answer not known

81. Cat + walking
a) Noun + gerund b) Noun + adjective
c) Gerund + noun d) Adjective + Gerund
e) Answer not known
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82. Which of the words given below can be placed after

the word bread  to form a compound word.

a) winner b) toast c) jam

d) egg e) Answer not known

83. Crime + novel

a) Noun + Noun b) Noun +Verb

c) Noun + adjective d) Noun + adverb

e) Answer not known

84. Which of the words given below can be placed after

the word dining to form a compound word.

a) house b) hotel c) park

d) room e) Answer not known

85. Under world

a) Preposition + Noun b) Noun +Verb

c) Noun + adjective d) Noun + adverb

e) Answer not known

86. Which of the words given below can be placed after

the word nail to form a compound word.

a) cut b) pain c) polish

d) colour e) Answer not known

87. The poet feels that his computer needs _____.

a) A holiday b) A kickstart c) A CPU

d) An UPS e) Answer not known

88. Money + market

a) Noun + Noun b) Noun +Verb

c) Noun + Adjective d) Noun + Adverb

e) Answer not known

89. Which of the words given below can be placed after

the word fire  to form a compound word.

a) hold b) proof c) pocket

d) wheel e) Answer not known

90. Snow + drop

a) Noun + Noun b) Verb + Noun

c) Noun + Verb d) Verb + adjective

e) Answer not known

91. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word under  to form a compound word.

a) off b) pecked c) hearted

d) ground e) Answer not known

92. Book + binding
a) Noun + gerund b) Noun + adjective
c) Gerund + noun d) Adjective + Gerund
e) Answer not known

93. At the age of _____ keller graduated from the
Radcliffe college.
a) 23 b) 25 c) 24
d) 22 e) Answer not known

94. Synonyms of vanish
a) Allure b) Disappear c) Problem
d) Children e) Answer not known

95. Blue + whale
a) Noun +Noun b) Adjective +Noun
c) Adverb + Noun d) Verb + Noun
e) Answer not known

96. Which of the words given below can be placed after
the word penny  to form a compound word.

a) hold b) dose c) wise

d) worn e) Answer not known

97. Air + blowing
a) Noun + gerund b) Noun + Noun
c) Noun + Verb d) Noun + adjective
e) Answer not known

98.The computer actually gobbled a _______.
a) Boy b) Worm c) Girl
d) Cat e) Answer not known

99. Tooth + ache
a) Noun + Noun b) Verb + Noun
c) Noun + Verb d) Verb + adjective
e) Answer not known

100.Helen entered ________ college in 1900.

a) Cliff b) Radcliffe c) Clement

d) Radisson e) Answer not known

101.Find the square root of 121.4404


a) 11.02 b) 11.12 c) 1.102 d)    0.1102
e) Answer not known / 

102.A troop has provisions for 276 soldiers for 20 days.
How many soldiers leave the troop so that the
provisions may last for 46 days?
      





a) 137 b) 156  c) 167 d) 175
e) Answer not known / 

103.Simplify / 
2 1 2 5

7 4 3 6

  
    

  

Aptitude (25)

a)
168

130
b)

168

120
c) 

125

168
d) 

168

121

e) Answer not known / 

104.The area of the trapezium, if the parallel sides are

measuring 8 cm and 10 cm and the height 5 cm is(cm2)



(2)

a) 55 b) 44 c) 54 d) 45

e) Answer not known / 

105.Kuzhal’s mother makes dosa by mixing the batter

made from 1 portion of Urad dhal with 4 portions of

rice. Represent each of the ingredients used in the

batter as percentage.
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a) 20%, 80% b) 25%, 75%

c) 10%, 90% d) 15%, 85%

e) Answer not known / 

106. In a flower garden, there are 23 rose plants in the

first row, 21 in the second row, 19 in the third row

and so on. There are 5 rose plants in the last row.

How many rows are there in the flower garden?







 

  



a) 15 b) 13 c) 10 d) 17

e) Answer not known / 

107.Find the smallest number that can be divided by 254

and 508 which leaves the remainder 4.

254



a) 518 b) 516 c) 512 d) 514

e) Answer not known / 

108.Find the area of the semicircle ACB and the quadrant

BOC in the given figure.(cm2, cm2)

ACB

BOC2

a) 46, 28.5 b) 40, 32

c) 77, 38.5 d) 78.5, 33.3

e) Answer not known / 

109.Vicky borrowed Rs.26,400 from a bank to buy a

scooter at the rate of 15% p.a. compounded yearly.

What amount will he pay at the end of 2 years and 4

months to clear the loan?









a) . 46,459.70 b) . 36,659.70

c) . 56,659.70 d) . 47,559.70

e) Answer not known / 

110.A dog is climbing down in to a well to drink water. In

each jump it goes down 4 steps. The water level is in

20th step. How many jumps does the dog take to reach

the water level?

     









a) 4 b) 8 c) 5 d) 6

e) Answer not known / 

111.The total surface area of a hemi-sphere is how much

times the square of its radius.





a)
1

3
b) 3 c)

3


d)

3



e) Answer not known / 

112.The difference between a number and its two third is

30 more than one -fifth of the number. Find the num-

ber.







a) 245 b) 225 c) 215 d) 235

e) Answer not known / 
113. a __ n __ b __ __ ncb _ _ ncb

a) abbbcc b) abcbcb
c) bacbab d) bcabab
e) Answer not known / 

114.The second term of a geometric series is 3 and the

common ratio is. 
5

4
 Find the sum of first 23 consecu-

tive terms in the given geometric series.



 
4

5
    

  



a) 






















24

5

4
1

4

74
b) 























23

5

4
1

4

73

c) 






















22

5

4
1

4

72
d)

23
75 4

1 -
4 5

  
     

e) Answer not known / 

115.A shuttle cock used for playing badminton has the

shape of a frustum of a cone is mounted on a hemi-

sphere. The diameters of the frustum are 5 cm and 2

cm. The height of the entire shuttle cock is 7 cm. Find

the slant height of the frustum (cm)







  



a) 6.18 b) 6.05 c) 7.28 d) 5.65

e) Answer not known / 
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116.Sulaiman bought 3.350  kg of Potato, 2.250  kg of To-

mato and some Onions. If the weight of the total items

are 10.250 kg, then find the weight of Onions? (kg)



()
a) 4.56 b) 4.80 c) 4.65 d) 4.90
e) Answer not known / 

117.A man takes 10 days to finish a job where as a woman
takes 6 days to finish the same job. Together they
worked for 3 days and then the woman left . In how
many days will the man complete the remaining job?








a) 2 days/b) 3 days/
c) 4 days/ d) 6 days/
e) Answer not known / 

118.Find the smallest number by which 10985 should be
divided so that the quotient is a perfect cube.



a) 5 b) 13 c) 65 d) 25
e) Answer not known / 

119.Study the following arrangement carefully and
answer the questions given below:



R E 5 D A P $ 3 T I Q 7 9 B # 2 K % U 1 M W 4  J 8 N
Which of the following is seventh to the left of the
sixteenth from the left in the above arrangement?
   


a) A b) U c) 4 d) T
e) Answer not known / 

120.The number of distinct prime factors of the smallest
4 digit number is _________
4
 ..............

a) 2 b) 4 c) 6 d) 8

e) Answer not known / 

121.Find out the wrong term.



4, 10, 22, 46, 96, 190, 382

a) 4 b) 10 c) 96 d) 382

e) Answer not known / 

122.The number of bricks each measuring 50 cm × 30 cm

× 20 cm that will be required to build a wall whose

dimensions are 5 m × 3 m × 2 m is





a) 1500 b) 1600 c) 1000 d) 1750

e) Answer not known / 

123.Raju bought a motorcycle for ` 36,000 and  then

bought  some extra fittings to make it perfect and

good  looking. He sold the bike at a profit of 10% and

he got `44,000. How much did he spend to buy the

extra fittings made for the motorcycle? (in Rs.)

`36,000



   

`44,000 





a) 4000 b) 2000 c) 1200 d) 3000

e) Answer not known / 

124.The figure shown is the aerial view of the pathway.
Find the area of the pathway. (m2)




a) 1200 b) 1400 c) 1800 d) 1600

e) Answer not known / 

125. If a clock strikes once at 1 o’clock, twice at 2 o’clock

and so on, how many times will it strike in a day?





   



a) 165 b) 156 c) 145 d) 154

e) Answer not known / 

126.Which Indian river orginates from a spring at a place

called Mahabaleshwar in the western ghats of

Maharastra?
a) Godhavari b) Krishna c) Kaveri
d) Thungabathra e) Answer not Known






General Studies (25)

a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

127.The imaginary line which connects the territories of

equal sun shines is _________

a) Isocryme b) Isobar c) Isohyet

d) Isohel e) Answer not Known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

128.Consider the following statements:

1. Coal mining in Meghalaya is done by family mem-
ber in the form of a long narrow tunnel.

2. It is also called ‘Rat hole’ mining.
3. Government provide financial assitance to en-

hance such mining activities.
Which of the above mentioned statements is / are
correct?
a) 1 and 2 b) 1 and 3 c) 2 and 3
d) All the above e) Answer not known

    




 ‘’

     





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

129.Which of the following pair is incorrectly matched.
a) 6o channel - Indira point & Indonesia

b) 80 channel - Maldives & Minicoy
c) 9o channel - Lakshadweep & Andaman
d) 10o channel - Andaman & Nicobar

e) Answer not known


a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

130. In which one of the following states the tropic of
cancer is not passed through?

a) Madhya Pradesh b) Bihar c) Tripura
d) Mizoram e) Answer not Known
 



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

131.What is the coverage area of the Deccan plateau
and its shape is?
a) 5 lakh sq.km & square

b) 7 lakh sq.km & Triangle
c) 5 lakh sq.km & square
d) 7 lakh sq.km & Triangle

e) Answer not Known




a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 
e) 

132.Which state of India was affected by the most
devastating and strongest strom in October 1999?
a) Bihar b) Odissa c) Kerala
d) Gujarath e) Answer not Known
     

a)  b)  c) 
d)  e) 

133.Choose the correct statement/s from the followings.
1) The Brahmaputra river orginates in Tibet and is

locally known as ‘Tsangpo’
2) Before entering India, it cuts through the bist

Jalandar gorge and enters the Sikkim Valley
a) 1 only b) 2 only c) 1 & 2
d) None e) Answer not Known

 ‘’


    ‘ ’

   


a)  b)  c) 
d)  e) 

134.Match (Biosphere Reserve)
A) Dibhru sihkova 1. Odisha
B) Simlipal 2. Assam
C) Nokrek 3. Madhya Pradesh
D) Panna 4. Meghalaya

A)   
B)   
C)   
D)   

A B C D A B C D
a) 4 3 2 1 b) 3 2 1 4
c) 2 1 4 3 d) 4 1 2 3
e) Answer not known/

135.Which statement/s is/are true
1. The utkal plain is found along the coast of odissa.
2. It extends for about 400 km and includes the
deltaic region of Mahanadhi river
a) 1 only b) 2 only c) 1 & 2
d) None e) Answer not Known

 
       


a)  b)  c) 
d)  e) 

136.Consider the following statements about Coriolis
force:
1. It is caused by the earth’s revolution.
2. It is responsible for deflecting winds towards the

left in the Northern Hemisphere.

Which of the above mentioned statements is / are

correct?

a) 1 only b) 2 only

c) Both 1 and 2 d) Neither 1 nor 2

e) Answer not known
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a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 
137.Consider the following statements about Black Soils:

1. It covers most of the Deccan Plateau.

2. It is found in Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh,

Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh and some parts of Tamil

Nadu.

3. It is very deep in upper reaches of the Godavari

and the Krishna

Which of the above statements is / are correct?

a) 1 and 2 b) 2 and 3 c) 1 and 3

d) All the above e) Answer not known



 

 



   





a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

138.Match (Wildlife Sanctuary)

A) Vallanadu 1. 1962

B) Megamalai 2. 2009

C) VadaCauvery 3. 1987

D) Mundanthurai 4. 2014



A)   

B)   

C)   

D)   

A B C D A B C D

a) 1 2 3 4 b) 3 4 2 1

c) 3 2 4 1 d) 2 4 3 1

e) Answer not known/

139.What is the annual rainfall of Tamilnadu?

a) 945.8 mm b) 958.5mm c) 965.2mm

d) 967.5mm e) Answer not Known



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

140.Which of the following plateau is bounded by the

aravalli range, Vindhyan Range and Bundlekhand?

a) Malwa b) Baghelkhand

c) Chotanagpur d) Meghalaya

e) Answer not Known





a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

141.Match List I (Ores) with List II (States where they are

mined) and select the correct answer.

List I List II

A) Manganese 1. Madhya Pradesh

B) Nickel 2. Odissa

C) Lead-zinc 3. Rajasthan

D) Asbestos 4. Andhra Pradesh

 I    II 



 I  II

A)   

B)   

C)  

D)   

A B C D A B C D

a) 1 3 2 4 b) 4 3 2 1

c) 1 2 3 4 d) 4 2 3 1

e) Answer not known/

142.Consider the following statements

1. Desertification is one of the major problems of

Tamilnadu

2. According to ISRO report 21% of the total geo-

graphical area is under desertification

3. About 1200 hectares were affected by sand depo-

sition in Theni and Rajapalayam

Which of the above statement/s is/are correct?

a) 1 Only b) 2 Only c) 1 and 2

d) 1 and 3 e) Answer not known



  



 ISRO 



 





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

143.Which one of the following statement is false?

a) Salinity is defined as the ratio between the

weights of dissolved salts per 100 grams of water.

b) It is expressed as part per thousand (% )

c) Salinity has no units

d) Depth of water is measured in the unit of fathom

e) Answer not Known
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a)    

    


b)  (% ) 

c) 

d) ‘’

e) 

144.Consider the following statements:

1. India does not have any deposits of Thorium

2. Kerala’s monazite sands contains Uranium.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

a) 1 Only b) 2 Only

c) Both 1 and 2 d) Neither 1 nor 2

e) Answer not known



 

    





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

145.Which Doab is in between the river beas and Ravi

River?

a) Bari b) Rechna c) Sindh sagar

d) Chaj e) Answer not Known
 



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

146.Consider the following statements about Gas Author-

ity of India (GAIL).

1. It was set up in 1984 as private sector undertaking.

2. Exclusive reserves have been located along the

eastern coast only.

Which of the following is/are correct?

a) Only 1 b) Only 2

c) Both 1 and 2 d) Neither 1 nor 2

e) Answer not known

(GAIL) 



  



     





a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

147.Match the following :

Passes States

A) Zojila 1. Uttarkhand

B) Nidi 2. Sikkim

C) Jelepla 3. Arunachalpradesh

D) Pomidila 4. Kashmir



 

A)   

B)   

C)   

D)   

A B C D A B C D

a) 4 2 1 3 b) 3 1 2 4

c) 3 2 1 4 d) 4 1 2 3

e) 

148.Consider the following statements about Tropical

Rainforests:

1. They are in the regions near the Equator and close

to the tropics.

2. These regions are hot and receive heavy rain fall

throughout the year.

3. The trees do not shed their leaves altogether.

Which of the above mentioned statements is/are in-

correct?

a) 1 and 2 b) 2 and 3 c) 1 and 3

d) None of the above e) Answer not known





   



 



 



a)  b)  c) 

d)  e) 

149.Which mountain range is lies between the river

Narmadha and Tapti river?

a) Vindhya range b) Satpura range

c) Aravalli range d) Ajanta range

e) Answer not Known





a)  b) 

c)  d) 

e) 

150.According to Koppens scheme the polar states Jammu

&Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh is denoted as?

a) Aw b) E c) As

d) Dfc e) Answer not Known

 

    



a) Aw b) E c) As

d) Dfc e) 


